S.C.O.R.E.
THE REGISTER'S CHARTER
1

To enjoy the company and friendship of fellow Cappuccino owners
sharing the sense of fun which comes naturally with ownership.

2

To be a central forum for the interests of all Cappuccino owners.

3

To develop a common team spirit and camaraderie for fellow members.

4

To provide a regular journal for the membership, covering all aspects
of Cappuccino ownership.

5

To provide regular reports to the motoring press.

6

To offer technical advice and support where possible.

7

To organise and co-ordinate regular meetings, rallies and events.

8

To support and be represented at relevant auto events.

9

To reflect the needs and aspirations of the membership through
Regional Representatives reporting to a Central Steering Group.

10

To manage and control the membership subscription fund in an honest
and responsible manner.

11

To capitalise on key commercial business opportunities to benefit the
funds of the Suzuki

12

Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts.

To develop and maintain a professional image for the Register to, in
turn complement the Suzuki marque.

The Latest S.C.O.R.E
Is The Official Journal of The

Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
Front cover photograph by Julian Mackie, photographer of "What Car " magazine.
Reproduced with his knowledge and by kind permission of Suzuki GB PLC

Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
JEMessage…..

Hope you all had a lovely Easter break and are looking forward to
some serious topless motoring now that Spring is here. Here also, at last, is Issue One of
The Latest SCORE magazine which I sincerely hope that you like. I feel that we have got
the balance just about right and I am indebted to those of you who have made
contributions to our first issue and trust that more of you will find the time and make the
effort to send or pass on items of interest which we can publish in forthcoming
magazines. This really is your magazine, so we have included as much correspondence
and comment from you, our SCORE members, as possible. Also in this Issue we will
be updating you on items we have already covered in our SCOREsheet Newsletters as
well as introducing you to members around the Country with their Cappuccino stories. I
say around the Country, so I had better correct that straight away by acknowledging, with
thanks, the contribution of our foreign members, Jochim (Kim) of Muenster and
Wolfgang of Ettenheim in Germany together with Rob from Breda in Holland. Look
out for their articles further on in the magazine.
Magazine ! sounds grand doesn't it, so we do hope that you like what you see and read,
as we have always promised you both quality and value for money with your membership of SCORE. We truly believe that SCORE membership will represent exceptional
value for you in your ownership of our beloved super Suzuki Cappuccino.
With the help of Suzuki GB we are enjoying recognition from local dealers around the
UK. Over the period ahead we will be building up a list of Suzuki dealers who have
cemented their recognition of SCORE offering members discounts on servicing and
accessories. In this issue is our first SCORE 'Dealer listing which we intend to develop
in the future.
My biggest thanks however, must go to all of you, our members, and this opportunity
must not be missed for thanking you all for your trust and support in these early days by
helping to get SCORE the ground. Hopefully you will recognise the time and effort
being put into this venture and will continue to support us with your contributions, your
enthusiasm and most of all your friendship. As we approach the summer months, we
hope that you will enjoy your own local meetings and we look forward to seeing as
many of you as possible at our Inaugural National Week-End Rally at the Old Wardens
Aerodrome in Biggleswade on May 31 St/June 1st. If you have not already done so, please
send off your application forms to Alex straight away as this promises to be a fun packed
week-end.
From your Cappuccino Godfather
Yours frothily .......................................................................................................JEM
John E. Moore

S.C.O.R.E. 4 West Field, Highnam, Gloucester, GL2 8LX.

Tel. 01452 503350
E-mail score@enterprise.net
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Matters Arising ……fgrom our last journal
From John Millar (Burton on Trent)
I'm writing concerning Phil Holdcroft's query as to the fitment of speakers in the rear
of his Cappuccino ( From article in February SCOREsheet)
When I purchased my Cappuccino in February 1995,1 bought her without any audio
equipment installed, as I had my own system from my previous car, (a very loud system
at that!). I sold the bass box, amplifiers and large shelf speakers, and with the money
bought some front speakers for my Cappuccino. Being a motor vehicle technician I
fitted the system myself, which comprised of Sony radio/cassette head unit with 10 CD
changer and a pair of Blaupunkt speakers to fit in the front speaker cut outs. As Phil
mentioned, the sound was less than perfect, due to the placement of the speakers. At
this, I decided to find suitable speakers for the rear shelf behind the seats. Speakers
were eventually sourced from my local Halfords branch for the princely sum of £29.99.
The speakers were a three way affair, manufactured by Goodmans ( Model GLS 260 )
and looked rather much the same shape as the Cappuccino's headlights. Within less
than an hour I had sound from the rear of Suzy, and was very pleased with the results. So
in answer to Phil's question as to whether it is possible to fit speakers to his Cappo
the answer is YES.
**************************************
From Simon Robinson (Pontefract) with another
idea to help out Phil ...(we think !) I consider myself to be somewhat of an "audiophile"
and can assure Phil that there is no way, good quality sound can be achieved from the
foo twell speakers as the enclosure is too small …here is a tip though. (this is where
you make your own mind up ! )
For rear speakers go to Toys R Us ... but don't park too close to the store or they may
take Cappuccino back in and put it on the shelf again !! Purchase two foam balls,
approximately 6 inches in diameter. Dye these with Black Ash woodstain, as nothing
else sticks as well. Now, cut these in half (making sure that Mam or Dad are
supervising ! ... sorry, but as a Geordie, I have got to say MAM) and scoop out the
innards.
Insert two, four-inch speakers and glue back together.
The wiring can be run under the centre console as the speaker-balls sit at each end of the
parcel shelf, held in place by the magnet weight. They will not scratch the shelf and look
unobtrusive ... Sorted !!
JEM......... Thanks to Simon for that ... and his Mam, for letting him watch so many
programmes of Blue Peter !
********************************************************************
Favourite comment from passenger (owner of Audi Quattro) "Blimey, doesn't it accelerate ... 656cc Surely you mean 1656cc" And when filling up from near empty " It's
HOW many miles since you filled it last ? ! "

Matters Arising ……
From Adele Mercier (Orsett, Essex) who is currently completing a degree in Midwifery
but still found time to read our last journal ...... Thank you for sending me the latest
SCOREsheet, Stephen and I found it very enjoyable, readable and valuable. Keep up the
good work. Reflecting on the articles in the SCORE sheet, I can add that ANNA (my frothy
Cappuccino) has recently acquired two new wing mirrors and a new driver's seat belt
(because it was not recoiling adequately). I am awaiting work to the gearbox, as it is
"crunching" when moving in and out of second gear. This work has all been carried out
under warranty. By the way, since the seat belt has been renewed I have not had any problems
with it coming out of the clip! An expensive solution if your car has run out of warranty I
would imagine.
I can add (as I am sure we all can), to the wonderful list of passing phrases about our
gorgeous car. Twice I have heard, "I was expecting to see Noddy get out" Another frequent
favourite is "Cappuccino! I thought it was a drink". Finally, a word of warning for anyone
expecting a baby. Please think seriously about what you call your child, one couple recently
named their daughter Vitara after the model of their car ... poor child! Please don't call it
Cappuccino! Stephen would like to know if you can produce a windscreen sticker saying
"my other car is a Cappuccino". While I remember, has anyone fitted a clock to their car
interior? I would really like to, but I don't want to spoil the overall look. If anyone can
advise me, I would be very grateful.
*********************************************************************

Cappuccino Tyres ........ We asked Suzuki on behalf of SCORE members to give us a
response to the questions regarding continuity of supply and also approved alternatives to
the recommended Bridgestone tyres which have recently been difficult to acquire for some
Cappuccino owners ............ here is the formal response from the Suzuki
Technical Department.
"Bridgestone Tyre Fitment... Since the initial problems on stock, Suzuki
GB has ordered more Bridgestone tyres from the factory in Japan so that
further demand from owners can be fulfilled. There should be no immediate
problems on the supply of these tyres. Suzuki will only recognise these
very specific tyres due to the nature of the car. They have to be directional
and to the endorsed size (165/65 R14H) as any other type of tyre will affect the road handling
of the Cappuccino. Also, it must be emphasised that the Cappuccino was only developed
for the Japanese market, hence the compact size and engine which reflects the "K" taxation
class that the Cappuccino fits in. When the Cappuccino was designed there was never any
intention to export it to the rest of the world, therefore one has to respect the very specific
pre-requisites that were, and are, relevant for the domestic (i.e. Japanese) market"
Technical Department. Suzuki GB PLC
JEM... Well! there you have it. Suzuki have now made it very clear what their stance is on
the subject. If you have any further comment or questions, contact SCORE.

Insurance Guidelines……. Over the past months, the subject of insurance has been a
constant source of comment and query. In this issue we will try to give you some kind
of help in establishing a general "feel" for what you should be paying for your own
insurance premium. Obviously this is a very complex subject and you will have to ensure
that you are making a like-for-like comparison. However, we have listed below a matrix
of prices based on owner only driver (OOD), insured and spouse, age group, male or
female and geographic area. We hope that you will find this useful.
These Quotations are based on fully comprehensive insurance with maximum NCB.
London

Mid

Male - OOD
25

Male - OOD
45

Female - OOD
25

Female - OOD
45

Insured & Spouse
25

Insured & Spouse
45

Injured & Spouse
55

S.W Central
&S.E South

NW Scot- Northern
& Wales &NE

land

Ireland

£577

£349

£323

£323

£418

£355

£900

£200

£200

£100

£100

£200

£100

£200

£357

£261

£230

£211

£253

£210

£650

£200

£200

£100

£100

£200

£100

£200

£577

£349

£323

£307

£372

£307

£850

£200

£200

£100

£100

£200

£100

£200

£339

£280

£246

£224

£269

£233

£600

£200

£200

£100

£100

£200

£100

£200

£577

£349

£323

£323

£404

£332

£850

£100

£100

£100

£100

£200

£100

£200

£281

£234

£207

£189

£227

£188

£600

£100

£100

£100

£100

£200

£100

£200

£233

£195

£172

£158

£189

£162

£550

£100

£100

£100

£100

£200

£100

£200

The above figures in italics represent the excess payment

The above guidelines have been provided for us by
Footman James & Co Ltd. but please check out your
own individual circumstances first. With this issue is
included a fly sheet from Footman James who are now
administering the original Dominion Plan Suzuki
Cappuccino Scheme. We will publish further guidelines
from other insurers in future issues as we keep a close
eye on this subject for you. If you have any information or comments which may help
fellow SCORE members, please let us know.

Members Comments …… Firstly from our overseas members
From Rob Faes (Breda, Holland)
Hello English Cappuccino drivers and lovers ... John asked me to write a short piece
about Dutch Cappuccino sportscars. First of all I would like to introduce myself. My
name is Rob Faes, I am 39 years old and married to Jolanda. We live in the south of the
Netherlands and have driven our Cappuccino from May 1995. After long hesitations by
Suzuki Holland, the Cappuccino
was only introduced in the
Netherlands in 1994. No more
than 25 Cappuccino's were
imported, of which, only about 5
are still for sale with the dealers.
In May of 1995 I had just the
same idea as John had, a club for
Cappuccino lovers. Together
with another Cappuccino driver
Picture above shows Rob with Jolanda and friends
Apparently Rob's Cappuccino is two dog power!
I started writing and calling around
and we came to the conclusion that all Cappuccino drivers in the Netherlands wanted an
association-for-fun, rather than an official club (taking into account the number of cars)
We now have 17 Registered Cappuccino lovers.
In May of 1996 we held our first meeting and rally. Five Cappuccino's came but
unfortunately the weather was bad. For 1997 we have definite plans for two touring
rallies and some other activities. In the near future I hope to meet the English Cappuccino
lovers. From the Netherlands we wish you lots of Cappuccino fun and many fine miles
together. Greetings from the Dutch Cappuccino drivers.
*********************************************************************
From Wolfgang Steinhart (Ettenheim, Germany)
CAUGHT ON CAPPUCCINO
Realisation of a Dream ... I didn't want to buy a Cappuccino, I didn't even know it
existed. I was about to realise a dream cherished for decades, buying a convertible. For
the afternoon I had an appointment for a test drive in a small red two-seater of a Japanese
company whose sports cars had been the unchallenged success on German roads for
several years already.
Decision of an Instant ...Years of yearning gazes at passing red dreams had so
conditioned my eyes and reflexes that I automatically slowed down when my eyes
suddenly caught glimpse of a red gleam in the showroom of a garage. But what a
surprise, there was not the expected familiar shape of my favourite.

What I saw was a provokingly small car with sensational form. A red open car, with no
folding hood visible, elegantly flowing lines, the wheel on the right side, dynamic
elegance. One glance was sufficient and I was overwhelmed by the fascination of this
vehicle. "It is a Cappuccino" the dealer explained and added some amazing technical
details: 12 valves, intercooled turbo charger, air conditioning. "Only about 150 have
been imported into Germany, all of them licensed in 1994 thanks to a special permission
obtained by Suzuki Germany and limited to that year. It's great fun to drive. Interested?"
I slipped into the cockpit like into a shoe and it fitted me like a made-to-measure suit.
Ten minutes later I knew that my convertible would be a Cappuccino and nothing else.
Searching for months ... I did go to the
other appointment, after all, and I had the
test drive in the other sports car. It only
confirmed my decision.
Driving the
Cappuccino had been so much more fun,
so much more immediate sensation, more
dynamic and direct; in the Cappuccino I
had lived again the feeling of lightness and
speed, of being pushed forward, of
consciously directing and controlling a
machine, the sensation I had experienced
decades ago when I steered a motor driven
Picture above ... Wolfgang living his dream.
vehicle for the very first time. Here indeed
was the car to realise a dream. But it took me another six months before I became the
proud owner of a Cappuccino. The one I had driven was practically brand new and too
expensive for me. I needed a car with a higher mileage at a lower price. I searched
through special magazines, advertisement sections in newspapers, Internet pages, and I
phoned dealers in the area. All in vain. Obviously the few existing Cappuccino's had
remained with the dealers who exhibited them as highlights in their showrooms to
attract customers.
Happy End ... Finally Suzuki Germany could provide me with five addresses of dealers
who might be willing to sell their Cappuccino's. After some more contacting and
negotiating I finally got my car in January 1996. Since then I have been driving to work
in it practically every day and have not regretted my decision for an instant.
*********************************************************************
From Jochim Glandorf (Muenster, Germany)
In July 1994 there came the information that Suzuki Germany would bring about 120
Cappuccino's in our land, but only for show cars for the dealers showrooms. Being
about 720 dealers in Germany you can imagine the relation between the interest on this
car and the number of dealers who could get one.

Asking Suzuki to get one for private use, they told me that a Cappuccino in private
hands and being on the road could cause an accident and in that case there would be
difficulties in getting spare parts early enough and there could be difficulties concerning
the warranty. All the 120 Cappuccinos came directly from Japan by boat. You can
distinguish between Japanese and European version when looking at the outside of the
luggage boot: all the 120 cars from Japan show the letter Cappuccino in big letters at the
right side and the name Suzuki on the left side of
the boot. In the meantime some dealers started to
offer their showroom car when they realised that
they could get from 35,000 to 40,000 DM per
car.
In August 1994 on a trip to Holland I saw an
advertisement that the Cappuccino would be
officially on sale up to the end of 1994 in the
Netherlands. This announcement started in April
1994 in the main autocar journals. Immediately I
went to the next Suzuki dealer in Holland close to
the German/Dutch border. He said he could
manage to get a silver version for me because
only this colour would be the one I liked to have
this roadster. Meanwhile, I got to know that in
Germany the latest official date for bringing the
Cappuccino on the road with the necessary
number plates was 31st December 1994. That
belonged to some indefinable exhaust
declarations of the engine, so I ordered the car in Picture of Kim's Cappuccino at afuturistic
filling station !!!
Holland not without seeing the dealer under
pressure to deliver the car early enough. As the dealer said he wouln't gain on selling
this car to me, so I had to pay the full price. Obviously in Holland people have to pay a
lot more of tax (luxury car) than people have to pay for the same car in Germany. So all
in all I had to pay about 30,000 DM for my Cappuccino wheras people in Holland who
have to pay 47,900 Dutch Guilders (about 42,000 DM.) In the middle of October the car
arrived and the dealer told me that the Cappuccino came straight from Britain as all the
Dutch versions and all the spare parts came from Britain.
Bringing a new car from abroad on German roads the so called T.U.V. has to inspect the
car and has to give it an O.K. Having got a copy of the car's papers from a German
dealer it was not difficult for me to convince the engineers that this British version
would also be good for German regulations (European market). So I nearly got my
number plates when in one moment we realised that the front lights would not suit the
German and Dutch way of driving on the right side! So the Dutch importer forgot to fit
all the cars with front lights being adjusted. So at the beginning of November there
began the race against the time of the 31st December !

My car was the first in Holland that got the headlights changed in a factory near Amsterdam.
In due time ... 2nd December the car was clear for German regulations so that on 16th
December I got my number plates. Unfortunately the Dutch guarantee for the Cappuccino
only says twelve months whereas Suzuki GB handles thirty six months! There have only
been two details which I didn't like on my Cappuccino: the steering wheel and the fact that
there isn't any luggage boot when the roof is inside. As the Japanese version of a luggage
rack is no longer available I started to look for another version.
Suzuki Motor Corporation in Hamamatsu wrote me a letter dated March 1995 saying
that the luggage rack was discontinued as the wood used for the rack suffered from
weather deterioration and the varnish damaged the surface of the boot. I was lucky to
find another one in a motorcycle shop. It's a luggage rack for a Harley Davidson, just
the right size for our Cappuccmo. As a sort of a sporty steering wheel I tried to get the
wheel from my Honda Coupe Z600 and amazingly it fitted well.
I did consider removing the speed governor but was advised by Suzuki GB that this
could result in high engine temperature due to the weak air fuel mixture whilst operating
on the back up programme dictated by the engine management system ... So in the end,
I enjoy driving our Cappuccino in it's original version.
JEM ... thanks to Jochim (Kim) along with Rob and Wolfgang before him, for
their interesting articles ... compliments to all of you on your English.
*********************************************************************

Winners with the Windsors..…..
The first 1997 issue of "AutoExpress" the weekly car magazine, featured a brief mention
of the Cappuccino. A review was taken on the Royal Family, in a tongue-in-cheek way,
looking at the likely cars that members of the Family would turn to in the period of
austerity ...
H.M. The Queen
Prince Phillip
Prince Charles
Princess Diana
Prince Andrew
Prince Edward

~~~
—~
~—
------~~~

Suzuki Vitara
Daihatsu Sportrak
Rover Mini
Rover 100 Cabrio
Suzuki Cappuccino
Vauxhall Tigra

Reproduced by the kind pemission of AutoExpress magazine.

This is what the magazine said about Prince Andrew and "His Cappuccino" ..." It's a
well known fact that Andrew likes his fun. After all, he spent several years in the
Navy and that puts a man in all sorts of exciting positions. Nowadays he drives an
open top Astin Martin, revelling in great British engineering, smart looks and wind-inthe-hair feeling. When things get tight we expect the last thing he'll give up is that
topless thrill, so a frothy Suzuki Cappuccino should see him right".

Cappuccino Show Dates……
Our Inaugural SCORE National Week-End Rally ... On Saturday 31st May and Sunday
1st June 1997 at The Old Warden Aerodrome, home of the "Shuttleworth Collection"
Europe's biggest collection of pre 1940 flying aircraft plus veteran and vintage vehicles, nr
Biggleswade, Bedfordshire. Whether for the week-end or just the Sunday, we would
like to see our entire Cappuccino family together for our inaugural meet. Enclosed with
this issue is an information leaflet and your application form. Please send this off to
Alex as soon as possible and remember to take your SCORE membership card which
will gain you access to the event.
*********************************************************************
Japanese Auto-Extravaganza …… SCORE will be going along to the Japanese Autoextravaganza at Billing Aquadrome, Northampton on 28th & 29th June 1997. This is
reputed to be THE EVENT for all Japanese cars. So! if Cappuccino wants to Dance with
a Datsun or Trifle with a Toyota, this is the place to be. We will have our own separate
area within the Aquadrome and will be maintaining our unique identity. However, this
event will give us some pointers for our own future plans and it would be most appreciated
if you were able to support SCORE with your attendance at Billing Aquadrome which is
not far off the Ml (on the A45 East of Northampton) Let's have a really good turn out
and impress our sister clubs, most of whom have been established for many years. Cost
is £3.50 per car per day and you have the option of receiving a brass attendance
plaque if you wish, at an extra charge of £2 per car. If you require any further
information, please contact Sarah Watton noting her new address and telephone number.
Sarah is co-ordinating some events and competitions over the week-end and is asking
all Cappuccino owners to bring a raffle prize for a draw on the Sunday. Could you
please indicate your intention to attend by completing a photocopy of the attendance slip
below so that we can start planning for the appropriate numbers. Please send to Sarah
by no later than 1st June.
*********************************************************************
I will be attending the All Japanese Auto-extravaganza at
Billing Aquadrome, Northampton in June 1997
Name ___________________________ Partner ____________________________
Cappuccino Registration Number ________________
1 will be attending on ...

Saturday 28th ____ Sunday 29th ____

Both Days __

I do / do not require a brass attendance plaque at £2
Please return completed form with your remittance, made payable to SCORE, to
Miss Sarah Watton 2 Longleat Gardens, New Milton, Hants, BH25 5XF

Genuine Suzuki Accessories For Your Cappuccino
Suzuki has now expanded its range of genuine accessories to enhance your Cappuccino in style
and practicality. All accessories can be ordered via your local Suzuki dealer.

Part
Number

Description

Exterior Styling

Retail Price*(incLvat)

£

99000-99035-CO1

Stripe Kit: Silver

99000-99023-639

Rear Boot Spoiler (Red)

60.00

99000-99023-624
99000-99004-6FY

Rear Boot Spoiler (Silver)
Pair Front Mudflaps (Red)

99000-99004-6FV
99000-99004-6RY
99000-99004-6RV

Pair Front Mudflaps (Silver)
Pair Rear Mudflaps (Red)
Pair Rear Mudflaps (Silver)

105.00

99000-99025-6 ID
99001-82800

Tonneau Cover
Set of Suzuki 'S' Tyre Valve Caps

465.00
8.50

389.00

**
89.13

**
**

Interior Styling
99001-80400

Cappuccino Carpet Mat Set

41.50

48100-70G90
28113-80F10

Leather Steering Wheel
Leather Gear Stick Knob

89.13

**

Practicality
99000-99025-62M

Luggage Shelf Net

115.00

99000-99004-915
99001-80003

Stainless Steel Step Guard Set
Orderly Boot Tidy/Restrainer

105.00
11.95

99000-9900R-EO1

Boot Rack***

176.25

Security
99001-82812
*
**
***

Locking Wheel Nut Set

20.00

This price excludes any fitting time which will depend on each Suzuki dealer.
Currently not available, but if interest/demand is high, then Suzuki will consider
this as a Special Order: please let us at SCORE know in the first instance.
Maximum loading capacity is 5kg.

More Members Comments ……
From Simon Robinson (Pontefract)
If The Cap Fits........ It all started one Thursday evening some three or four years ago.
Jeremy Clarkson's beaming face, as he sat in the driver's seat of a Cappuccino at the
Motor Show, was now filling the television screen in our living room. In a split second,
both Kathryn and I had gone from being happy in our ignorance of the Cappuccino's
existence, to dreaming one day that we, may one day, have one. The ball was rolling !
Here was a Midget sized two seater sports convertible which didn't boast having more
power than Concorde and hopefully would fall within our price range ... and also within
our insurance payments. The wait was on !
Our local Suzuki dealer had no details
but rumours on price were suggesting
about £12,000 which somewhat
dashed our hopes, after all, this was to
be a "second" car and the thought of
selling my bike was too much to bare.
Downhearted, we pushed thoughts of
ownership to the back of our minds
which was not easy as we passed our
local dealer every morning and
evening, hiding our glances at the
demonstration Cappuccino which was now well on display !
Two years later, with different circumstances, Kathryn announced that she wanted a
new car ( Yes Simon they do that sort of thing!) and had prepared a list for my
consideration which included the Cappuccino. To my shame, I dismissed the
Cappuccino instantly. Too small, too bouncy, not powerful enough ... you name it, I
pulled all of the objections out of the hat.
Weeks of persistent dropped references ( Yes ! they do that as well, Simon !) to the
Cappuccino plus my retirement from the "biking fraternity" which I still can't believe,
eventually we ended up again at our Suzuki dealer. One red and one silver were on the
forecourt and the test drive was arranged. The salesman was not comfortable about us
both shooting off together so we would take it in turn. The flipped coin had not hit the
ground before Kathryn was in the driving seat and I felt that "knowing" feeling soaking
into my mind ! Half an hour later when Kathryn and Cappuccino returned, the smile
emanating from my wife's face only confirmed what we already knew ... Kathryn's
mind was firmly made up. My test drive, which followed, was purely academic although
I was invited to take the roof off. Yes it was February, but yes we did go topless.
What a superb car, our Cappuccino is by far the favourite of all the cars we have
owned.

More Members Comments ……
From Jacalyn Eyres (Rayleigh)
Before I had my Cappuccino, I was the proud owner of a red Mini Cooper. I have never
been that agreeable to my husband Iain encouraging me to spend a fortune on cars ...
but I did rather like my Mini Cooper. It was especially good as Iain had modified my
previous Mini to look like a "Cooper" but with only a lOOOcc engine under the bonnet,
it was quite embarrassing when it became obvious that my Mini lacked the genuine
Cooper's performance.
At the beginning of 1994 we had arranged a test drive of the new Suzuki Cappuccino,
we were given the keys and had a marvellous drive ... without the pressure of a car
salesman ( Careful now Jacalyn, our son Lee is a car salesman !!) We loved it but
were rather put off by the price, especially as you had to pay for such luxuries as a car
radio. Iain did not want to part exchange his MR2 and I did not want to have two, 2seaters. My Mini was small but at least I could actually take passengers ! This all
changed due to an accident in my Mini, not my fault I hasten to add. The substantial
damage was not really sorted by the garage who made a mess of its repair, so we
started to think more seriously about changing the car.
In December 1994 Iain saw
an advert from a London
Garage
with
three
Cappuccino cars for sale and
as one of those (smart, lovely,
young and ever so helpful)
salesmen lived just around
the corner, he brought one
home for us to see. By now,
the price had depreciated
about £2,000 and with a
useful trade-in price off the
Mini all these thoughts of
practicality went out of the window. In the middle of December we were driving down
Oxford Street with shoppers staring at our beautiful looking small car.
We have had a few problems with the gear box and clutch but our local Suzuki dealer
has been very helpful. Filling up with petrol is quite an event with people asking you
twenty questions about the car but I am thankful that circumstances mean I am driving
my Cappuccino rather than a Mini Cooper. Being a Cappuccino owner is now even
better with the start of SCORE ... well done John for starting it up.

More Members Comments ……
From Joanne Liddle (Darlington)
I would like to mention that a possible problem that people may encounter with their
Cappuccino, is rust developing just above the rear number plate. A fellow Cappuccino
owner told me that he had experienced rust in this area and under the sills, which he's
had re-sprayed. So when I checked my cappi' I noticed that rust was beginning to
develop above the rear number plate which I have also had treated and re-sprayed. I was
told by the dealer that the rust occurs from the screws holding the number plate in position,
as they are not galvanised. The work was done under warranty and the screws were
replaced by galvanised ones.
Another issue I wanted to mention is that my Cappuccino went in for its 18,000 mile
service last week and I was informed that it needs new rear brake-pads and discs.
Apparently the discs have corroded and it is going to cost nearly £200 for both the pads
and discs. Do you know if anybody else has had problems with corroding discs ?
Finally, do you know which magazines have featured the Cappuccino in the past? I
have a back-copy of an article featured in Autocar on 12th January 1994, I'm sure other
magazines have done road tests on the Cappuccino, but I don't know which. So if
anybody knows, could they please let me know. I would also like to mention that I have
recently purchased a model of a Cappuccino. So if anybody is interested in also purchasing
and building a model Cappuccino, I suggest that they have a trip to their local model
shop........ Though I’d better warn you, the instructions are all in Japanese!

Cappuccino Trivia ….. Or So We Have Been Reliably Informed…..
i) Without the Turbo, the Cappuccino produces only 22 b.h.p.
ii) The headlight units are said to be indestructible. At over £150 each, just as well !
iii) The Cappuccino is narrower than the Mini and only a few inches longer ... but
what would you rather have ?
iv) At 6.6 gallons, the Cappuccino shares the smallest fuel tank along with the
Caterham Super 1 ... now you know why we don't go far in ours !
v) The Cappuccino is so well balanced that if every corner was weighed, they
would almost be identical,
vi) At the launch of the car, show mechanics ruined a Cappuccino's roof by
knocking on it with their knuckles to see what it was made of ???
vii) AND FINALLY, one to think about... Due to the Cappuccino boot dimensions,
if you get a puncture and replace the offending tyre with your "space saver"
wheel, the punctured wheel will have to be placed on your passengers seat, or
on their lap ! ....... If you intend to continue topless
JEM ... thought I would check this one out for you ... it's true !

Cappuccino Trivia brought to you courtesy of Kevin Douglas (Selkirk, Scotland) ...
Any more where these came from Kevin ?

More Members Comments ……
From Gordon Mitchell (Alford, Lines)
Life with Suzi... My Cappuccino has just had her 36,000 service, with her three year
birthday in August '97. Here's a few of my experiences ... Most expensive warranty job,
the air conditioning condenser had the lower shroud coming off, the alloy appearing to
have broken away from the adhesive bond. Replaced without quibble, but I understand
these cost a lot of money not to mention the re-gassing of the system - have a good look
at yours! Last time I used the air-con on a really hot day the cooler matrix iced up,
eventually choking off the vent flow. Shortly after switching the air-con off, I was
sprayed with water from the dash vents. Something to get checked when the hot weather
returns. The rear brake disks corroded badly - again a warranty replacement, so many
of these failed, the dealers had them on back-order. Odd scraping noises from the rear
gave this problem away. This failure affected the pads and I was not amused to find the
cost was around double that of typical pad sets. I note that Ferodo list replacements.
I bought Suzi from my son, he loved it dearly but had acquired a family.. .I'd rather have
Suzi! Early on he found the front moulding had broken at the air intake centre bracket.
Our dealer insisted it must have been the result of a kerbing despite no evidence of a scrape
elsewhere on the moulding. They charged over £200 to repair and repaint When it later
failed again, I took it to a local bodyshop in East Lincolnshire who fusion-welded the
plastic and repainted it saying it had previously been bodged with adhesive. He also repaired
the damage caused to the fuel filler by a nocturnal vampire who had levered open the flap
and dented the rear wing. Total cost was less than three quarters of the first repair.
Originally the wheels had been balanced with the usual clip-on weights, and the resulting
electrolytic corrosion beneath the steel clips has marked the wheels. I now have the
proper adhesive weights on the inside, but would be interested to hear of any ideas for
removing the nasty corroded patches. Tyres -I replaced the Potenzas at around 21000
miles not seeing the point of 'S' rated tyres on a relatively slow car. Tyre dealers gave
me a spiel about how it would invalidate the insurance were I to fit anything other than
those recommended and the Suzuki technical helpline yielded a lady parrot who recited
a mantra to the effect that they only endorsed what was originally fitted. However, I
found a tyre specialist who agreed that the originals were OTT and said that he thought
the wheels were common to other models, so tyres would be sourced to meet the highest
performance requirement. I came away with a much cheaper set of (Dutch) Vredestein
Sprint+ T65's, and over 16000 miles in all weathers I have noticed no difference in
handling and shall certainly fit them again. As regards warranty, I cannot see any
transmission or other problem that could be caused by fitting another make of tyre of the
same size and basic tread style. I am curious about this habit of manufacturers specifying
only certain makes of tyres, and suspect that such endorsements might affect the price of
a supply contract for the assembly plant. My BMW motorcycle has a sticker insisting on
certain types of Michelin, Continental or Metzeler tyres but I and many other owners
have opted for Bridgestone Battlax instead which has improved the handling and braking.

Handling - Suzi has taken me through some horrendous snow and ice, and I have no
complaint at all about handling, I think it is superb. The nearest I've come to trouble was
hitting an unsigned stretch of deep loose chippings on a road at, er!, just on the legal
limit. Suzi began to fishtail and it was all I could do to hold her straight whilst hoping to
miss the spinning Viva GT that had just passed. He unfortunately went right off the road
and rolled over whilst Suzi and I came to a halt with just a broken sidelight lens by the
way, you have to buy a complete lamp !!
The comment about the rear window seals is interesting. What bothers me is where the
water which penetrates this seal, goes to? Is there a drain system or is there a nasty
water trap waiting to rust through? All seals of this kind I treat regularly with Holt's
Rubber and Nylon Lubricant fluid. Years ago, as a motor fitter, I used this copiously
around Morris Minor door seals, which would creak and chatter as the bodyshell flexed
over bumps. Delighted owners would remark how much quieter their cars were after
servicing.
What don't I like about Suzi ? First, that maddening bleep if you leave the keys in.
Second, the slippery rear shelf. Way back I saw in an electronic catalogue a highfriction mat for benchtops, this would hold objects in place by gravity even at angles of
sixty degrees. Sounds ideal for preventing things sliding around in the back. Anyone
know of this matting ? I wish there was a dimmer on the dash lights and I wish that the
console top did not reflect in the windscreen on sunny days. I wish I could learn to get
in and out without making muddy scuff marks on
the sill and seat.
**********************************

From Tony Elliott (Bedford)
I am probably the only member with minimal knowledge of the MARQUE. The simple
truth is, I saw a Cappuccino at a dealer show in Hemel Hempstead during 1992 and it
was love at first sight. I spoke to her guardian, who told me that to make overtures to
own one of her available sisters, I would need to visit Japan, present my credentials and
only then may possibly be allowed to bring her to the UK paying dowry payments
along the way. Unfortunately, my family, business responsibilities and finances prevented
the trip.
However, in September 1996,1 went into semi-retirement and although this entailed the
return of my company car, it coincided with a local paper advertisement "Cappuccino
for sale". I telephoned my local dealer E.A.Thompson, Clapham, Beds, immediately to
arrange a viewing and a test drive, bearing in mind that I had only sat in one of these cars
some four years ago. During the test drive our love affair re-blossomed. I made my
proposal which was accepted, so to celebrate our union I decided to shower my acquisition
with embellishments.

Wood steering wheel and matching gear knob, netting luggage rack and rear spoiler.
Front and rear body mouldings were complimented with stainless steel step guard
protectors and finally a Suzuki premium quality audio system with a CD changer fitted in
the boot. Yes ! I was besotted all right but what a lovely couple we make. My prenuptials ensemble consisted of a red Cappuccino sweatshirt, presented to me by the
manager of the dealership as a thank you for the business.
Our time together, thus far, has not been incident free. The radio has always had a
suppresser/reception problem. Exchanging the CLARION unit and installing a
replacement quality aerial has improved the situation but has not totally solved it. (I
would welcome help from any fellow sufferers). A three day garaged period of non-use
resulted in a totally dead battery. Recovery entailed dusting off my battery charger -unused for nine years - to gain momentum again. This on a 1995 car!! What have I
done? Credit to my local dealership, they changed the battery instantly - four days of
non-use has presented no problem. It may be of interest to note that if the rear fog lamp
switch is left in the ON position, even with the ignition switched OFF, it can cause
battery run down, I am told. The synchro between 1st and 2nd gear has always been
intolerably stiff, more so when the gear oil is cold. An advised call to a fellow member re
this problem prompted a visit to my dealership, who had previously changed the oil to
effect a remedy. They replaced the faulty parts within two days with good results. Even
with these set backs I can honestly report that we still enjoy, and thrive on our union.
Long may it, and Cappuccino reign.
********************************************************************

SCORE Competition

We hope that you are pleased with our progress up to date and
in particular with issue one of The Latest SCORE. You will notice on the front cover of your
magazine the circle in front of the word S.C.O.R.E. This currently houses the words "The
Latest" and has been positioned there, ultimately to carry the Register's designer label. We
would like you to design for us a SCORE logo to be used on our magazine and to be the
Register's corporate identity on stationery, merchandise etc. Anything goes ! As entries
come in, we will shortlist the better ones for final judging. With the excitement mounting
and sackfuls of entries to ponder over, we will publish the deadline date for ... da da
daahh ! ... judgement day! in our next issue, but let us have your ideas straight away. If
we ask all entries to be accompanied by a £2.00 entry fee (payable to SCORE) we should
be able to pull together an exclusive prize in acknowledgement of your efforts. We are
convinced that there are going to be some really exceptional entries so we must state at the
outset that the winning logo will automatically become the property of SCORE to be used
as your Steering Group see fit... we don't want any of these prima-donna antics by perceived
hard-done-by artistic designers !
For your information ... we will be unable to use the stylised Cappuccino lettering which is
owned by Suzuki and is covered by trademark registration. Please submit your entry in the
form of black line drawing only. Anyway, off to the drawing board ... we wait with baited
breath for your entries to come flooding in !!

SCORE on the Internet .....
Many thanks to Barry Moore and Rob Galley who are constructing an Internet page for
SCORE and the Cappuccino. If you are interested, the address is ...

http://homepages.enterprise.net/score
As well as general information, the site also invites you to comment on its construction
and matters relating to the Cappuccino start surfin !
Hopefully this will open up new avenues and opportunities to contact and compare
notes with like minded enthusiasts around the world.
**********************************************************************

Top Gear Road Test
Rob Galley "would pay dearly" and a few other members are interested (but presumably
not prepared to dip too deeply into their pockets) to
know if we have any member who has an
unblemished copy of the, Cappuccino Road Test carried
out by Jeremy Clarkson of Top Gear. If you really
are not sure ... yes ! Jeremy is the one with the mop
of hair and the tight designer jeans hip slung neatly
under his, ermm ! waist. He is also the one who
looks all of seven feet in his socks, so if you are wondering how on earth he managed
to test the Cappuccino ... and what he said about it, then be assured so are a lot more of
us !! If you do have a copy, and are prepared to loan us this much valued accessory,
please give me a call ... JEM

*********************************************************************

One Cappo, Two Cappo, Three Cappo, Four
Well, I can certainly testify to the adrenalin brought on with learning so many new
disciplines in such a relatively short period. However, I believe it would be in everyone's
best interest to have an accountant, who owns a Cappuccino, to look over the books and to
give guidance on our financial welfare. Before I set up anything locally do we have
anyone in the Register, relatively close to Gloucestershire would be ideal, who would be
prepared to carry out this non too onerous task for minimal payment ... free, is really
what I mean !!
If you are prepared to help the Register in this way, please contact JEM direct.

The Stir and Froth of Cappuccino......Running over this and the next four issues of
The Latest Score magazine is the Cappuccino Heritage Story. Researched and written
by Alex Clouter, this exciting serialisation will run through the "life" of Cappuccino,
from its inception in the 80's to start of production in October 1991, from its arrival in
the UK to the current day production in Japan. Although the Cappuccino is no longer
destined to be imported by Suzuki GB, due to EC legislation, we do hope that in the not
too distant future Suzuki will "sow the seeds" to nurture a new offspring... That's for the
years ahead, but for the moment let's just cast our mind back to that vintage decade, the
1950's, when the sports car evolved ... a period of time that was thoroughly British in
everything mobile and leisurely yet within ten years the Japanese were firmly establishing
themselves in the fun-roadster market niche.

The Cappuccino Heritage
Part 1 Setting the Scene
The two-seater open top sports car has always occupied a special place in the heart of all
those wanting the ultimate in the pleasure of moving at speed, exposed to the elements.
The sports car is always an attention-getter : admiring glances, envious looks, the "cor!"
factor from the schoolboy at the end of the street corner. We have all fallen in this trap:
stopping in your tracks and just enjoying the looks, anticipating the thrills of owning
and driving an open-top sports car. There is something very special about driving down
an open country road with the wind whipping around your head, sun shining down, the
fresh country smells ...
There is something equally special about the owner and/or user of the sportscar : they
are fun-loving enthusiasts treating their car with pride and reflecting their active lifestyle
patterns. The thrills of open-top sports car motoring automatically conjure up one
particular make : MG. Everyone has a fond association of this well known brand :
everyone either has had the experience of being in one or knows someone who has.
How did it all start? At a small dealership in Oxford,
working for the Morris Motors franchise, the name of
this dealer was Morris Garages Limited and apart from
selling Morris Cars they also specialised in selling
bespoke bodies to those customers who wanted
something a little special. In 1921 Morris Motors
introduced a Sports Cowley, with special tuning under the bonnet to give a spirited
performance. Morris Garages decided to take the body shell and developed its own
"dealer special", called the MG Sports Morris... considered to be the first of the new
breed of 2 seater sports cars. Other versions followed over the next 10-15 years, with
Morris Garages developing its own identity - MG - the initial letters of the dealership
name. These later versions enjoyed higher performance levels, with choice of engine and
choice of 2/4 seater 2/4 door bodies. Racing meets were held in the UK and abroad;
Monte Carlo Rallies in 1929 and 1930 were the two key events that MG enjoyed
outright wins.

Recognising this strong image, Morris Garages were just as quick to develop a smaller,
more affordable sportscar "to be enjoyed by the plenty". Enter the MG Midget at the
1928 Motor Show, based directly on the Morris Minor produced by Morris Motors. The
"kudos" of the more powerful MG 18/80 range span onto the Midget and orders flooded
in, in 1929. The range developed with a soft top and hard top, capturing the hearts of
those who could afford the reasonable £185 over the next five years. It was in the early
1930's when the Midget saw a new look : refined engines, sleeker and smoother
bodyshells. The first of this new generation was the attractive Airline Coupe, the price
entry end of a comprehensive range of 2/4 seater sports cars ... remaining unchanged in
design for the next twenty years. The more familiar MG bodyshape came into fruition in
1955 at the London Motor Show. This was the first product under the new British Motor
Corporation (BMC) insignia, based at Longbridge. The engine and transmission were
developed by BMC; the body and chassis by Morris Garages. The fact that three prototype
cars had run at Le Mans and TT shortly before launch certainly helped with the sales, for
here was a 'real' sports car, race-bred just like the old pre-war cars and for the MGA, as
it was called, an unbeatable price of £844. Power was from a 1.5 litre engine with top
speed at lOOmph. At the affordable end was the MG Midget at an affordable price of
£689. MG had pioneered the small inexpensive sports car for everyone, young at age
and young at heart.
Other competitors were quick to exploit this lucrative market segment, and along came
the Austin Healey Sprite plus, later, the Sunbeam Alpine. Suddenly competition led to
introducing new improvements of each other; thus the game of annual updating of
models was born. Giving MG a run for their money was the Sprite, under-cutting the
Midget by £14, and in the early 1960's the Triumph Spitfire. The Spitfire became the
more popular car : from 1962-80 Triumph made just over 314,000 Spitfires compared
to some 305,000 Midgets/Sprites (commonly known as "Spridgets" under the BMC
banner).
The specialists came onto the scene, competing with the established sports cars on
price by selling their own cars in kit form only, thereby avoiding Purchase Tax. A
Lotus Super Seven cost £645 in kit form in 1962, virtually the same as a complete
Spridget. The Mini-Marcos of 1966 cost £645 in kit form - at that time more than a
complete Spridget. The tendency was always for these specialist car makers - Morgan
was another make - to move their products upmarket, not surprisingly, as it is
important for these small concerns to maximise the profit per car.
It was at this time that other worldwide companies were aiming at the same buyer, by
offering alternative sporty-type cars albeit with different bodystyles. The sporty coupe
generation began with the VW Karmann Ghia, the undisputed leader of the pack, followed
by Fiat 124 Sport Special and the Renault Floride and Caravelle models. Then in January
1969 Ford launched the Capri, its base 1.3 litre model selling for £890. It may not have
been a sports car but for an extra £ 120 over the Midget it offered four seater accommodation,
a roof and a very comparable performance. Fiat brought in the X1/9 in 1977 and similar to
the Capri, attracted attention away from the sports car niche.

Three Japanese companies also recognised the value of having presence in the sporty
car environment. Datsun introduced their first sports model, the Fairlady, in 1959 but it
took three years for the MKII generation to make impact. This was a 1.6 litre model
whose styling made it look like an MGB clone. Eventually the Fairlady name was
transferred to the first of the Z-series coupes in 1969, entering a more powerful niche of
the sportscar segment. Another Japanese company, Toyota, was also in this niche with
the 800 Sports.
Honda's first car made headway in Europe and the UK : the S500. This was a small
open 2-seater, technologically very advanced with many features based on Honda's
extremely successful motorcycles. With twin overhead camshafts and four carburettors
the tiny 53 lcc engine developed an amazing 44bhp. The engine grew to 79lcc and
70bhp, and a coupe version was brought out. The S500 had independent rear wheel
suspension while the later S800 had a conventional rear-end set-up.
Production was always on a small scale as the vehicle was primarily designed for the
Domestic Japanese market : built in a compact size (less than 10ft/3m long and
correspondingly narrow) to fit in with Japanese legislation which bases vehicle taxation
on exterior dimensions (the K-class). Comparatively few cars were sold in the UK,
where the S800 nevertheless attracted, and retains, a devoted following.
The car story behind Suzuki began in the mid 1950's with the Suzulight, based on the
Austin A40 but never destined for Europe.
Although Suzuki had micro-cars similar to
Honda during the 1960's and 1970's, very few
were exported as the main focus for the
company was in motorcycles. Suzuki began
the importing of passenger cars into the UK in
1979, with the 3-door hatchback SCI00
"Whizzkid", and later the Alto and Swift
models. The Suzuki innovation began in the
4x4 market, creating a new segment with the launch of the LJ80 in 1979 : this dictated
the way forward for the company, consolidating its effort with its replacement, the SJ/
Samurai in 1982 and seven years later introduced the more sophisticated Vitara soft/
hard top 4x4 range. Suzuki held the enviable number two best seller in the off-road
market, behind Land Rover. It was during the late 1980's that the Suzuki Design Team
put their minds behind another lifestyle market yet to be exploited in Japan : a cult had
been created in 4x4s, with the Vitara and it was high time that another opportunity was
there for the taking
JEM ... Look out for the continuation of the Cappuccino Heritage in our next issue of The
Latest SCORE.

Your Vehicle Identification Number
The Vehicle Identification Number is a unique reference for your own (tyifuiccbt*. Always
keep a separate record of your VIN to use on any dealings and correspondence with
your local Suzuki dealer or directly with Suzuki GB PLC.
How is the VIN made up? ........
In total there are 17 characters which make up the VIN. However these characters are
sorted into 4 distinct groups which determine the nature of the vehicle produced uniquely
by Suzuki Motor Corporation.

GROUP 1: first 3 characters.........World Manufacturer Identifier
These relate to the 3 main countries where Suzuki vehicles are produced for the
UK
JSA ........................................... Suzuki Motor Corporation, Japan
TSM ..........................................Magyar Suzuki Corporation, Hungary
VSE............................................Santana Motor S.A., Spain
GROUP 2: next 2 characters ........ Model Series
These relate to the different model ranges produced by Suzuki
EA...................................................Swift
EC ...................................................Alto
EE................................................... Cappuccino
EG................................................... Baleno
ET ....................................................Vitara
GROUP 3: next 4 characters .........Vehicle Identifier
These relate to the engine, door-plan and body style
AllR....657cc (F6A) 2 door convertible
There are a great number of codes for each type of Suzuki vehicle produced, much too
lengthy to list here
GROUP 4: last 8 characters.......... Vehicle Chassis Number
This is the unique number relating to your own individual vehicle.
So now you can see where your Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) comes from and
will be able to see the logic in a typical Cappuccino VIN such as
JSAEEA11R 00100723

Cappuccino Merchandise ...... The following items, excepting the Photocard which we
have printed ourselves, are the "overs" which Suzuki have donated to SCORE help with
our funding. Once again, a big "thank you" to Suzuki.

(a) Key Fob ... £5.60

(b) Souvenir Book ... £7.50

All of the above prices INCLUDE postage and packing with delivery normally being made
within 28 days from receipt of order. The sale of each item is subject to availability on a
strictly first come basis. Please indicate clearly the items you wish to order and send to:
Alex Clouter SCORE 6 Blenheim Fields, Riverside, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5EW

SCORE Regional Representatives Network……

listed below is the geographic area which
your SCORE Regional Representatives cover. If you have not already spoken, please give them a call to
introduce yourselves and to be kept up to date on events taking place in your Region.
An Introduction To Your Regional Representatives :John Lyndon and Yvonne Swinford of the West..........................................Tel
Covering ... West Midlands, Warwickshire, Derbyshire, Northants, Oxon,
Staffs, Shropshire, Hereford & Worcs, Glos, South Wales.

0121 603 5340

Sarah Watton and Paul Radford of New Milton in Hants....... Tel 01425 621261
Covering ... Dorset, Hants, Wilts, Avon, Somerset, Devon, Cornwall, Isle of Wight

Alex Clouter of Forest Row in East Sussex ............................... Tel 01342 823951
Covering ... East Sussex, West Sussex, Kent

Ian Morgan ofMitcham in Surrey............................................ Tel 0181 646 7762
Covering ... Greater London, Surrey, Berks, Middx.

E-mail Suzukicap@aol.com

Don and Cheryl Littlemore of Romford in Essex ............................................ Tel

01708 749152

Covering ... Cambs, Beds, Bucks, Herts.
Robert Galley of Billericay in Essex .................................................................. Tel
Covering ... Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk

01277 624519

E-mail Rob@obj computing.co.uk

Mark and Rosie Flaxman-Binns of Lincoln ........................................................ Tel

01522 687630

Covering ... Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, Humberside.

Stuart Falshaw of North Yorkshire ..........................................Tel 01729 840610
Covering ... North, South, East and West Yorkshire.
Lynda and Stephen Edmunton of Grt.Manchester ........................................ Tel

0161 876 5882

Covering ... Greater Manchester, Merseyside, Cheshire, North Wales.

Chris and Cathryn Palmer of Lancashire................................Tel 01524 425236
Covering ... Lancashire, Cumbria, Isle of Man.

Joanne Liddle and Charles Belhvood of County Durham ....... Tel 01325 381767
Covering ... Durham, Cleveland, Northumberland, Tyne & Wear, Scotland
We have tried to cover as much of the Country as we can with the enthusiastic
volunteers who have put themselves forward to be your Regional Representatives. This
is our starting point which will develop further as more members are recruited.

VACANCIES ....... Clearly, both Scotland and Wales could benefit from having your own
SCORE Regional Representation ... do we have anyone interested ?

Reports From Your Regions......
Midlands & South Wales Region ........ John Lyndon and Yvonne Swinford
Our first Regional meeting took place at the Queens Head, Aston Cross between
Tewkesbury and Evesham on Sunday 9th March. Here we had 12 Cappuccino's taking
pride of place in the pub car park whilst we all met up in the skittle ally to discuss the
way forward for our Region (we never did get that game of skittles started !) After a
nice Sunday lunch and a positive discussion we inevitably ended up in the car park
where we all compared notes and minutely examined each others cars. We plan to meet
here in April and May at which time we will further discuss the venue and regularity of
our Regional meeting. Given that we did not realise our first meeting would be on
Mothering Sunday, the attendance was quite good with a new member filling in their
application form in the car park. Hopefully on April 13th we will have an even better
turn out!
South West Region.........Sarah Watton and Paul Radford
Because of the size and shape of the South West Region we decided to separate it into
a further East and West area. This will allow us to meet up bi-monthly by Area and
monthly by Region (if you see what I mean!) for those Cappuccino owners who want
to meet more frequently and are prepared to travel that little bit further.
Our first meeting in the Eastern area was held on Sunday 16th March at the Sir Walter
Tyrrell pub in the New Forest. For members in the Western area we plan to meet on
Sunday 13th April at 12.30. The location will be The Haynes Motor Museum in Sparkford
Somerset which will add an extra element of interest to our meeting. I have contacted
other Regional Reps inviting any SCORE members to join us for the day. We are all
looking forward to our next meeting.
Kent & Sussex Region ... Alex Clouter (Forest Row)
Our meeting on Saturday 8th March started off from Suzuki headquarters in Crawley
where a convoy of seven magnificent Cappuccino's including John & Hazel Moore as a
surprise visit made their way to "The Parsons Pig" for lunch. James Williams kept us all
amused with his talking Cappuccino (Alarm) and unfortunately I was the last one to fit
my hard-top before we went inside to eat. This incurred a penalty of paying for the
round of drinks! But it was all well worth it to see this lovely group of Cappuccino's all
together. After introductions and general Cappuccino chat an impromptu drive took this
convoy through the heart of Surrey and up to the top of Box Hill, one of the highest
points of the North Downs. Following our descent we all enjoyed a big paper mug of ...
hot Cappuccino! The weather was relatively kind to us for this time of the year but
there was sufficient froth to keep all of our spirits up. We have all agreed to meet up
again on Saturday 17th May for a Brighton to London Fun-Run (thought we would be
different!) ... hopefully we will all be able to go topless on the beach. This will not be a
race, more like a gentle percolation. I will be circulating more news to all of my
Region in due course but if anyone in the South wants to join in with our Cappuccino
convoy, please ask your local Rep who will contact me for details.

Reports From Your Regions......
CHERUBS (CambsHERtsbUcksBedS) Region ... Don and Cheryl Littlemore.
We had our first "local" get-together on Sunday 23rd February at the Hemel Hempstead
Post House, and what a grand bunch Cappythusiasts turn out to be ... given an interesting
topic like our Cappys, complete strangers will talk for hours. With a nice, but draughty,
large carpark we were able to line up 14 Cappys - what a pity most of us forgot our
cameras! There was almost a 50:50 split of red and silver cars, most lovingly shampooed
and conditioned for their day out (just like their owners). Many wanted to know the
exact and official Suzuki figures for the numbers registered each year in each colour.
(Cappuccino Heritage has the answer, watch this space ... JEM)
The threatened rain stayed away while we gathered in groups admiring each others'
good taste in transportation. We braved the elements for as long as possible then retreated
to the hotel lounge for a bite to eat and, yes you've guessed it cappuccino's. Out of the
chill wind people started filling in the questionnaire I had put together, which I hope
helped to stimulate debate plus also provide me with valuable feedback on members'
interests and ideas. Some had brought brochures and literature on accessories and samples
of various goodies which only a few had seen before, and there was a tremendous interest
in official Cappuccino merchandising - if only Suzuki would sanction the use of the
Cappy logo on larger numbers of the original range of products plus some new ones as
well there would be an enormous demand. Tony Elliot brought along his red rocket
sporting an almost full house of dealer fitted accessories. I particularly liked the polished
wood steering wheel and gear knob on Tony's car.
Most members seem to favour a quarterly local get together (they could team up with
other near-by groups if they wanted something more frequent), and most were prepared
to pay a few pounds per car to get a decent spot to ourselves. Pubs featured quite highly
in the voting plus picnics and treasure hunts. I quite liked James Hogbin's idea of
meeting at one location and driving ten or fifteen miles through good countryside to a
final destination for some nosh. Of course Silverstone, Brands Hatch and the well known
stately homes all featured on lists, but these may be more appropriate to larger events.
Lots of interest in by-passing the speed-limiters, comparing insurance, radios (incidentally,
why is mine different from everybody else's?) fitting the high stop- light etc. I noticed
some exchanging addresses and two cars even teamed up for the journey home just for
the pleasure of watching another Cappy buzzing dynamically along the road; seeing it
just as other drivers normally see us! I believe we might have had the lowest and highest
recorded mileage for Cappys together on that day at Hemel: Irene Johnson's brilliant
red had just 552 miles on the clock and Paul Thompson's quick silver had 49,300 (give
or take a few furlongs).Or does someone else know different?
Finally, thanks for the support of Rob Galley, Bob and Barbara Witherden from just over
the Regional border - if they have a Cappy then all are welcome, since they are sure to
have a warm smile and a good nature!!

Reports From Your Regions......
Greater London, Surrey, Berks & Middx Region ........ Ian Morgan
I'm afraid that a spot of globetrotting has interrupted my SCORE activities but I hope to
have been in touch with most of my members by the time this issue has been received.
We plan to meet up very soon and I will report back to The Latest SCORE updating
everyone our Regional plans and activities.
Essex & East Anglia Region ........Rob Galley
On Sunday 23rd March we held our first meet at the Ml 1 Service Station - not the most
fantastic of places but it was easy to find and served coffee. Twelve cars arrived and
their enthusiastic owners were soon discussing the usual topics - gearboxes and tuneup bits with the expected question, "how can I de-limit my Cappuccino?" A
spontaneous bonnet lift in the car park got plenty of interest from the travelling public. It
was nice to see so many Cappo's in the Service Station car park. Thanks to all of you
who turned up and thanks to Don (Littlemore) and Alex (Clouter) for your support in
travelling from your own Regions. Saturday 17th May could see a convoy run into
London to meet up with the Sussex group on their Brighton to London Fun Run ...
Phone me for more details.
Hopefully, we will be organising a treasure hunt for the summer. Next meeting and
location yet to be confirmed.
East Midlands Region.........Rosie and Mark Flaxman-Binns.
Just really getting started in the East Midlands but Mark and I are planning to meet up
with our fellow Regional members during April on the outskirts of Lincoln. As time
moves on we will establish what our members want, in terms of local events, and report
back to The Latest SCORE on our activities.
Yorkshire Region......... Stuart Falshaw.
Our first social meeting was held on Wednesday 26th February with a good turnout
despite the miserable weather. Hard-Tops were all on for this meeting I'm sorry to say.
As well as general introductions for those of us who were meeting up for the first time
we were able to share stories and ideas about the future running of our Region. There
emerged a consensus that it may be a good idea to share events with our frothy friends in
other Northern Regions to help support each other in these early days of getting our
regional events established.
As a consequence, I am delighted to report that our next meeting will be the "Summer
Wine Drive" on Easter Monday, 31st March with details sent to all members in the
region and also to our friends in Lancashire. For those of us with other cars, it was
stated that Cappuccino's are compulsory on drives which meant that even mine was out!
The timing of our magazine does not allow me to report on our Easter drive for this issue
but I will update you for the next issue.

Reports From Your Regions......
NorthWest Region ........Lynda and Stephen Edmunton.
The first Northwest Cappuccino meeting was held on Sunday 2nd March at the Premier
Lodge, Swan at Bucklow Hill. Of the 6 Cappuccino's registered in the Northwest area,
three of the little beauties were in attendance, including my own darling Cappy. One
Cappuccino who brought Simon and Michael along from Merseyside, was definitely a
street wise, wired for sound machine. The back parcel shelf boasted 6 speakers, blasting
its tweeters and woofers for miles around. Dawn, who came along with her friend Joy,
oozed love for her little car.
Both members have very busy and un-scheduled work. Therefore, setting up regular
meetings will prove to be difficult although I feel they would attend if free to do so.
Recruiting other members to the Register was discussed with enthusiasm and hopefully
will prove productive with windscreen frothing and liaison with dealers. Simon suggested
that Suzuki may send a SCORE letter with every Cappuccino part order sent out,
introducing SCORE to first and second owners alike. Simon has also fitted a normal
pulsating stop light in the rear high-level reflector with minimum modification. Estimated
costs were around £40.00 and the effect was good. We took note that Simon's car had its
thermostat replaced with Suzuki accepting that there was a common fault. Simon believed
that all Cappuccino's would be recalled to remedy this fault. He also had trouble with his
exhaust manifold which cracked and had to be replaced.
Stephen and I went along to the Yorkshire meeting to support Stuart (Falshaw) with him
returning the gesture. During the two discussions it was decided that a trip out on Easter
Monday across Saddleworth to Holmfirth would be organised, which Stephen and I will
also use as our March meeting.
I suggested a trip to Blackpool in the Autumn to see the illuminations with our roofs off.
Fish and chips will, of course, be mandatory. If anyone else throughout the Country is
interested, please speak with your Regional Representative and we will see if we can
organise a block booking for accommodation. Otherwise, we will probably make it a
day/night trip out.
Contact has also been made with Portmeiron (Wales) with Stephen and I spending a
week-end there in April, so we will check it out further. We understand that Martyn
Parsons (Birmingham) is also checking this venue out so we will probably talk to him
also. Thanks for planting the coffee bean John. Hopefully, we will be able to enjoy
numerous frothy Cappuccino gatherings in the future.

Lanes & Cumbria Region ........Chris Palmer.
On Sunday 16th February we held our first local Regional meeting with an excellent
attendance of 70% of the membership ... sounds better than 5 Cappuccino cars ! but
this is a relatively small Region at the moment.
The meeting was held at the Hampson House Hotel in Lancaster where we enjoyed a
relaxed and friendly atmosphere. So much so that we all agreed to meet up here again on
a regular basis. We will meet on the first Sunday of every month at approx 12.00 noon so
if anyone is interested, you are certainly welcome. Please telephone me for detailed
directions if you plan to pay us a visit.
Our informal meeting was both constructive and, at times, very enlightening as to the
direction which people wished to go in as a Region and I am sure that we will be
developing those ideas over the coming summer months.
My special thanks for this meeting go out to John and Linda for the welcome after-lunch
Cappuccino's ... the coffee version !
North East of England & Scotland Region ... Joanne Liddle and Charles Bellwood.
As Charles and I cover from Cleveland up to the Highlands of Scotland, I thought that
somewhere on the England/Scotland border might be convenient for our first meeting
which we planned to have in April. We have written to all six of our "local!" members
but as you can imagine it is difficult to justify travelling such long distances to meet up
with a handful of owners for a few hours. Hopefully as we recruit more members in the
North East and Scotland we will be able to develop the Region more fruitfully. In the
meanwhile, we are keeping in touch with our Cappuccino colleagues in the "Wider
Northern Region" and plan to meet up with Lynda (Edmunton) Stuart (Falshaw) and
Chris (Palmer) during the summer months. We will certainly be encouraging our own
members to support Lynda's "Blackpool week-end" in the Autumn ... should be
illuminating !

SCORE Application Forms........ many of our members have joined SCORE by using
the application form sent out by Suzuki in October last year. Indeed, we still have some
of these filtering through from time to time. Could I please ask for your help and cooperation by inviting those members who have joined us in this manner to complete the
SCORE application form enclosed. I will take the responsibility of identifying you and
sending the form out with this issue of our magazine. If you are not sure what form you
filled in, work on the basis that if there is no form with this magazine then you do not
need to do anything . Hopefully that will be perfectly clear so thanks for your cooperation, it will help us greatly in the "engine bay".

Change of Address .....to ensure that you are kept up to date with your Latest SCORE
mailing and general contact with your new Cappuccino family, please inform us of any
changes in your address and telephone number as soon as possible.
********************************************************

Frothy Public Relations ..... Alex Clouter (Forest Row, East Sussex) with his P.R. hat
on, has sent off thirty press release packs to the automotive press introducing them to
SCORE and our activities. We really don't know what the take up will be and how many
will make their way into print and onto the car magazine shelves. However, if you do
spot any write-ups on SCORE or the Cappuccino please let us know ... Up to now we
know that we have made it into Classic Car Weekly, Classic Car Mart Performance Car
and ......................................... wait for it
The SUN!
We are pleased to advise you that SCORE has now been officially recognised by the
National Motor Museum of Beaulieu, whose trustees include Lord Montague of Beaulieu
and HRH Prince Michael of Kent. The Museum holds probably the finest collection of
vintage and veteran vehicles in the UK, set in the heart of the New Forest, Hampshire.
We are now included in their recognised list of car clubs and will be sending them our
regular Latest SCORE magazine for their library archives, which date back to 1895.
Always keen to raise the profile of SCORE, Alex has also written to the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders. SCORE and the Cappuccino will be included in the
1998 edition of the "Who's Who in the Motor Industry"... In fact it has just been
confirmed that we have made the 1997 Mid-Term Update Supplement!
We have also been in touch with the Guild of Motoring Writers, all of which will add
strength and credibility to the Register.

Suzuki Dealers who know the SCORE …..We are building up a list of Suzuki dealers

who recognise SCORE and are offering our members a discount on servicing and parts.
You must declare your SCORE membership FIRST, before you enter into any transaction and you MUST offer your SCORE membership card for inspection. We have invited local dealers to support us, and have charged £20 for their details to be included in
our SCORE Dealer Listing to be published in all of the 1997 issues of the Latest SCORE.
With a 10% discount off all Servicing and Parts ... and 10% off all Cappuccino
Accessories, the following dealers are supporting SCORE ..........

******************************
Bedfordshire
E.A. Thompson & Co Ltd *
Tel 01234 269090
Essex
Levoi's Limited
Tel 01206 44233
Gloucestershire
John Wilkins Cars *
Tel 01242 224477
Humberside
Hawthorne Motor Co.
Tel 01472 823040
Lincolnshire
Crompton & Holt
Tel 01522 521345

Reliance Garage, Clapham, Bedford, MK41 6AY
General Manager ... Mark Benson

Berechurch Road, Colchester, C02 7QB
Service Manager ... John Hillyard

Leckhampton Road, Cheltenham,
Glos. GL53 0AA
After Sales Manager ... Adrian Stanford
Louth Road, Grimsby, DN36 4RT
Partner ... Carl Lawrence

Kingsway& South Park Ave., Lincoln, LN5
8EL
Service Manager ... Keith Walker

Staffordshire
Stafford Motor Co. Ltd.
Tel 01785 242811

Newport Road, Stafford, ST 16 2EX
M.D ... Michael Mack

Surrey
Citygate Tadworth *
Tel 01737 812461

90 The Avenue, Tadworth, Surrey, KT205AA
Service Manager ... David Baitup

SCORE Dealer Listing ……
West Sussex
C.M.W.
Automobiles
Tel 01444 452621
West Yorkshire
Colin Appleyard
Ltd.
Tel 01484 514954

Colin Appleyard
Ltd.
Tel 01535 606321
Wiltshire
Pebley Beach Ltd.
Tel 01793 812235

Ansty Cross, Ansty, Hay wards Heath, RH17 5 AG
Service Manager ... John Dunne

Lockwood Road, Lockwood,
Huddersfield, HD1 3PA
General Manager ... Robin Luscombe
Cornmill Garage,Halifax Road,
Keighley,BD21 1AH
General Manager ... Robin Luscombe
1-3 Moormead Road, Wroughton,
Swindon, SN4 9BS
Service Manager ... S Brown
Parts Manager ... Peter White
George Street, Kidderminster, DY10 1QD
Service Manager ... Steve Smith

Worcestershire
Percy Tait Cars
Tel 01562 822255

No discount on 3,000 mile lubrication service

SCORE Members Photographs ....... we are building up a library of photographs
where we can picture members and your cars. Please try to get a nice photo of Cappo
and you, off to us at SCORE HQ. As the year moves on and we meet up with each other
at shows around the Country there will further opportunities to take photographs of you
all, but in the first instance if you have not sent us a photo
clicketty click ... get
snapping !!
If you have an interesting photo of Cappo and you on holiday or in an unusual place,
please send us a copy with a few relevant details so that we can publish it in the magazine. Who knows, if there is sufficient material and interest in this regard, we may even
run a photo competition. Come on now, spring is upon us so dust the cobwebs off the
Brownie ( showing my age again ! ) and get those cameras clicking.

Techno Tips....... Did you know that the plastic "C" hook down by your passengers seat
is there to hold a safety flair which they use in Japan. If you look around with this in
mind, you will be able to find a small rubber covered torch which will fit in quite comfortably and provide you with a sensible use for the hook. We thought we would shed
some light on this matter, for you !!

High Level Braking Light ... and the M.O.T. I have just taken my Cappuccino for its
first MOT. Every thing went well until the brake light test. The examiner was all for
giving me a fail as my brake light was not working. Apparently if an accessory brake
light is fitted then it must work, the examiner was assuming that the Hi-level brake light
was a brake light and not as I tried to explain purely a reflector which is not connected.
After some discussion he accepted my explanation and passed the car. Other members
may not be so lucky, or was my examiner being too strict? Stuart Falshaw (Skipton)

Buddy Scheme

most people are positive about the concept but struggle to see when
they would ever use it (once you need it, I suppose you will know!) anyway, I suggest
we put this on the back-burner for the moment unless there is a groundswell of new
opinion wanting us to get the scheme into operation.

Deadline Deadline Deadline ........ for articles to
be included in the next issue of the Latest
SCORE is ...................... Sunday
1st
June This is the week-end of our National Rally, so
watch out ! we will be out to FROTH you and
there will be no-where to hide !!!

The Latest SCORE…… is your magazine, with our next issue already being prepared.
Please take a note of the deadline for receiving articles to be included I the next
issue and help us to produce a worthwhile journal by sending us your stories, articles,
comments and questions. No item is too small and certainly there will be no article too
big ... it can always be edited ( ooohh, the power that I have!!)

The Latest SCORE has been planned to be sent out to you
quarterly throughout the year in April, July, October and
December/January.

The Latest SCOREsheet is your newsletter and is our way of
keeping you up to date between magazines. We believe
that there will be times when we need to update you on
certain matters which cannot wait until the next issue of our magazine. On these
occasions we will publish and send you ... The Latest SCOREsheet.

*********************************************************************

Data Protection ….. A full list of members' names, addresses and telephone numbers
along with limited information of your Cappuccino is held on the Register's computerised
database. This is to ease the administrative burden but should any member object to
personal data being held by the data user SCORE will oblige by transferring their
details to a manual system. As new members are recruited to SCORE contact details and
limited information will be passed on to your own Regional Representatives to ensure
that you are informed of events and activities in your own local area.
**********************************************************************

The Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
Is recognised by Suzuki GB PLC
We are, however, a private organisation run by enthusiasts for enthusiasts.
The opinions and comments expressed in this journal are those of individual writers and
not necessarily agreed with or endorsed by your S.C.O.R.E. Steering Group,
fellow S.C.O.R.E. members or Suzuki GB. PLC
Whilst every care is taken in the content, comments, advice and guidance offered in this
journal, no responsibility will be accepted for any loss or injury deemed to be associated.
If you should have a doubt about any particular aspect, please contact us and, if
necessary, seek professional advice.

